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a comprehensive guide for clinicians working with patients engaging in self injury this book provides information on clinical conceptualization
risk and protective factors ways to assess for nssi treatment approaches and strategies and early intervention and prevention strategies
focusing on ethical and cultural considerations unique to schools clinical agencies and private practice settings the authors provide a
practical and in depth discussion of clinical theory procedures for determining risk and the potential problems with risk assessment especially
concerning suicide risk are addressed in addition to numerous exercises examples and suggestions for practical interventions the book includes
a variety of detailed worksheets and resources to expand readers level of understanding monitor emerging trends and provide a context for
extended training several case studies are discussed and analyzed in order to highlight specific aspects of clinical conceptualization and
treatment strategies drawn from a wide range of treatment populations and issues this book is a valuable resource for clinicians and
supervisors the authors integrate outcomes based research strategies and evidenced based tools to help clinicians work with clients from
diverse backgrounds grounded in a wellness strengths based and developmental perspective non suicidal self injury is the ideal guide for
counselors and other clinicians seeking to understand self injurious behaviors without pathologizing them the book covers topics not
previously discussed in other works including working with families supervising counselors working with clients who self injure dsm 5 criteria
regarding the nssi diagnosis nssi as a protective factor for preventing suicidal behavior and advocacy efforts around nssi in each chapter
clinicians will also find concrete tools including questions to ask psychoeducational handouts for clients and their families treatment
handouts or treatment plans for counselors and more non suicidal self injury also includes real life voices of individuals who self injure as
well as case vignettes to provide examples of how theoretical models or treatments discussed in this book immediately apply to practice
assessment and treatment of non suicidal self injury a clinical perspective is the ideal primer for anyone who works with people who self injure
profiling who is affected as well as what their behaviour includes the book explores the range of factors behind why people self injure from
the influence of social media to the need for self regulation and offers recommendations for both assessment and outpatient treatment
throughout the book is permeated by profound respect for those who use self injury in an attempt to live a good life while conveying a deep
understanding of the challenges that self injury presents for family members and treatment professionals it recognizes that the behaviour can
spread in hospital wards or other institutional setting introducing the concept of self injury by proxy and assesses the range of therapies
available including cbt mbt ergt and family therapy each chapter is complemented by clinical vignettes in an era when a great number of
professionals will come into contact with someone who self injures including teachers social workers and nurses as well as therapists the
assessment and treatment of non suicidal self injury is an invaluable resource that examines both the causes and the treatments available
non suicidal self injury and eating disorders represent significant problems among today s youth and pose unique challenges for clinicians
particularly when they co occur this book is a rare resource in that it provides cutting edge information on the interactions between self
injury and disordered eating empirically informed treatments for the co occurrence of these behaviors and specific topics relevant to
understanding nuances in the risk factors treatment and prevention of both self injury and eating disorders practitioners graduate students
and researchers working within this specialized area will find this text to be instrumental in advancing their knowledge and improving the
treatment of self injury in those with eating disorders nonsuicidal self injury nssi is a baffling troubling and hard to treat phenomenon that
has increased markedly in recent years key issues in diagnosing and treating nssi adequately include differentiating it from attempted suicide and
other mental disorders as well as understanding the motivations for self injury and the context in which it occurs this accessible and
practical book provides therapists and students with a clear understanding of these key issues as well as of suitable assessment techniques
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it then goes on to delineate research informed treatment approaches for nssi with an emphasis on functional assessment emotion regulation
and problem solving including motivational interviewing interpersonal skills cbt dbt behavioral management strategies delay behaviors
exercise family therapy risk management and medication as well as how to successfully combine methods people who engage in non suicidal self
injury nssi report doing so largely to manage overwhelming emotions prominent theories of nssi argue that an amplified emotional response
system creates the context in which a person chooses to regulate their emotions by engaging in nssi in line with these theories people who
engage in nssi consistently report greater global emotion reactivity and emotion dysregulation than do controls these global self reports
of emotional functioning also predict the onset and cessation of nssi demonstrating their considerable utility in understanding the behaviour
however global self reports provide an overall evaluation of one s average affective experience and so are ill suited to isolating precise
alterations in emotional responding i first establish how best to assess nssi study 1a and 1b i then leverage experimental affective science
and individual differences methodologies to test whether nssi is characterised by a more reactive and intense emotional response to challenge
and or whether factors that help to create modify and later recall the emotional response are altered in those who engage in nssi compared
with controls study 2 compared how young adults with a past year history of nssi and controls subjectively and physiologically reacted
to and recovered from acute stress study 3 compared how young adults with a past year history of nssi and controls subjectively reacted
to both explicit and more ambiguous social exclusion this is one of the first studies to describe the practice of performance psychology it
blends theory and practice by integrating literature reviews with real world applications for a broad range of clients it provides extensive
session transcripts including consultants thoughts and reactions throughout each session the issue of non suicidal self injury is one that is
alarming and not easily understood the awareness of nssi in teens and young adults has given rise to a number of issues that should be
addressed by the church this project looks at the difference in the understanding of self between those who engage in non suicidal self injury
behaviors and those who do not this study interviewed nine youth spanning in age from 13 21 and includes both males and females engaged in
nssi behaviors and males and females not engaged in nssi behaviors the central theological topic concerns the image of god this study aims at
identifying the image of god and how it may be under stood differently in those who struggle with nssi behaviors using a qualitative and
interpretive mode of explanation this study explored the wide spread phenomenon of self injury in relation to the self the body and meanings
ascribed to acts of injuring the self via the body findings highlighted the body s communicative role in the symbolic expression of traumatic
experiences its physiological role in emotion regulation and the addictive propensities of self injury from a sociological point of view instant
emotion regulation allows individuals to avoid social stigma and well managed social performances in turn protect social bonds this study
shows that non suicidal self injury nssi cannot be conceptualised as simply another personality disorder or mental illness grounded in a
wellness strengths based and developmental perspective non suicidal self injury is the ideal guide for counselors and other clinicians seeking
to understand self injurious behaviors without pathologizing them the book covers topics not previously discussed in other works including
working with families supervising counselors working with clients who self injure dsm 5 criteria regarding the nssi diagnosis nssi as a
protective factor for preventing suicidal behavior and advocacy efforts around nssi in each chapter clinicians will also find concrete tools
including questions to ask psychoeducational handouts for clients and their families treatment handouts or treatment plans for counselors
and more non suicidal self injury also includes real life voices of individuals who self injure as well as case vignettes to provide examples of
how theoretical models or treatments discussed in this book immediately apply to practice making sense of self harm provides an alternative
approach to understanding nonsuicidal self injury using cultural sociology to analyse it more as a practice than an illness and exploring it
as a powerful cultural idiom of personal distress and social estrangement that is peculiarly resonant with the symbolic life of late modern
society nonsuicidal self injury moves beyond the basics to tackle the clinical and conceptual complexity of nssi with an emphasis on recent
advances in both science and practice directed towards clinicians researchers and others wishing to advance their understanding of nssi this
volume reviews and synthesizes recent empirical findings that clarify nssi as a theoretical and clinical condition as well as the latest
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efforts to assess treat and prevent nssi with expertly written chapters by leaders in the field this is an essential guide to a disorder about
which much is still to be known this book provides new research on the prevalence predictors and treatment options for individuals who self
harm the first chapter describes the frequency and nature of self harm in patients with schizophrenia and determines whether personality
features defined as temperament and character dimensions as well as impulsivity features are predictors of self harm behaviors in patients
with schizophrenia chapter two provides a broad overview of suicide incidence among males in different regions and eras marked by the social
factors that are commonly suggested to be related to male suicidality political turmoil economic recession and unemployment war and
access to lethal means chapter three discusses clinical insight for understanding suicidal behaviour among those with origins on the indian
sub continent chapter four reviews non suicidal self injury in a flemish population s a f e support assist facilitate and empower gives
counselors the tools they need to conduct an entire safety protocol for suicidal homicidal and non suicidal self injury students the
protocol includes the student profile assessment for all ideations psychosis observation and student safety plan plan of action conference
notices and authorization of health disclosure flow maps are also included to guide counselors faculty and staff through the step by step
s a f e processes in addition counseling interventions and activities are included to use when working with students who have these ideations
non suicidal self injury nssi is a destructive behaviour engaged in by a large proportion of youth and young adults in current society despite
previous work the recent revision of the dsm does not include nssi as a distinct syndrome instead it remains in a category for disorders
requiring additional research thus in order to better understand the many etiological components underlying nssi behaviour still more
investigation is required to this end the current investigations aimed to further elaborate upon known links between nssi behaviour and parent
child relationships from two perspectives first with regard to the overall quality of relationships with parents and second with specific
focus on the impact of attachment representations of early relationships with parents though both perspectives have been investigated in the
past the current studies were developed to alleviate methodological limitations of the existing literature study 1 adopted a person centered
approach to examine patterns of perceived relationship quality reported by self injuring youth based on the combination of multiple
relational characteristics these patterns were then compared with several indices related to different manifestations of nssi behaviour
results show heterogeneity in the perceptions of parent child relationship quality in self injurers such that both negative and positive family
backgrounds were implicated in the behaviour further analyses demonstrate that the level of risk presented by a self injuring individual can be
differentiated based on perceived quality of parent child relationship study 2 investigated how individuals internalized states of mind
regarding early attachment experiences are related to nssi with particular attention dedicated to the relative influences of child
maltreatment and attachment representation attachment representations reflecting deficits in emotion regulation preoccupied unresolved
cannot classify were most common in self injurers moreover self reported childhood maltreatment and attachment states of mind
independently contributed to the prediction of nssi lastly findings suggest that distinct relational influences characteristic of relationships
with mothers and fathers are associated with nssi the two studies presented here significantly contribute to existing knowledge concerning
parental influences in the etiology of nssi these investigations add to existing knowledge of nssi and may ultimately aid in preventing and
treating this damaging behaviour body image broadly refers to the way in which an individual experiences their body cash 1994 muth cash
1997 pruzinsky cash 2002 the body focused intentional and physically damaging nature of non suicidal self injury nssi has led scholars and
clinicians to investigate and conclude that dissatisfaction with the body represents an intrapersonal risk factor associated with the
behaviour the overarching goal of this dissertation is to re conceptualize how body experiences are studied within the field of nssi evaluating
existing research and investigating two independent processes that contribute to the development of negative body experiences among
adolescents and young adults who engage in nssi will achieve this objective this dissertation is comprised of three manuscripts that
contribute to the literature by demonstrating the effectiveness of acknowledging both proximal and distal risk factors related to the
development of a comprised relationship with the body and nssi engagement the first manuscript evaluates the representational pathway
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among a community sample of 101 young adults who reported engaging in nssi and a matched comparison group of young adults who did not
report a history of the behaviour n 202 73 female m 19 45 sd 1 28 significant associations were found between emotionally based forms of
trauma i e emotional abuse and emotional neglect body image attitudes and frequency of nssi engagement mediational analyses supported the
processes proposed in the representational pathway as body image attitudes fully mediated the relationship between emotional abuse and nssi
engagement partial mediation was supported for emotional neglect the second manuscript examines the role of the objectification pathway
among a community sample of 66 adolescents who report engaging in nssi and a matched comparison group n 132 58 female m 12 34 sd 48
analyses indicated that both male and female adolescents who report engaging in nssi reported significantly greater feelings of depression
emotion dysregulation body surveillance and body shame compared to their non nssi peers the third manuscript extends upon these findings by
examining temporal changes in body objectification over a 12 month period specifically the study evaluated changes among adolescents who
reported maintaining nssi behaviour over the course of a year nssi maintain group n 20 adolescents who reported stopping nssi behaviour over
the course of a year nssi stop group n 40 and a comparison group of adolescents n 60 who did not report engaging in nssi or risky behaviours
over the course of a year using a 3 group x 2 gender x 2 time repeated measures multiple analysis of variance manova results indicated a
significant group by time interaction showing group differences with respect to body shame and body surveillance over time specifically both
nssi groups reported significantly greater body shame and body surveillance over time than the non nssi group additionally the nssi maintain
group reported significantly greater body surveillance at t2 when compared to both the nssi stop and comparison group the influence of body
objectification as a core intrapersonal risk factor related to the maintenance and cessation of nssi behaviour is discussed as are clinical
implications considering body objectification as an important variable in prevention and treatment efforts this study had two objectives 1 to
investigate reasons that an individual with a history of nssi might refrain from nssi and 2 to developed a measure the barriers to self injury
inventory to assess these barriers in study one i used qualitative methods to elucidate motivations and situations that might prevent or
dissuade an individual from engaging in nssi the reasons generated in study one were combined to create an initial inventory of 115 items in
study two this inventory was administered to 197 individuals with a history of nssi after confirming the dimensionality of the subscales and
eliminating ill fitting items the refined measure consisted of 68 items with 11 subscales and 3 super ordinate scales subscales demonstrated
acceptable reliability further the scales demonstrate adequate convergent validity i e positively correlated with coping treatment
engagement and reasons for living and divergent validity i e uncorrelated with suicidal behaviour an initial trend towards writing to increase
awareness about nssi transitioned to blaming the media for a perceived swell in nssi rates articles provided limited commentary on society s
role in nssi behaviours the current study suggests articles published about nssi have increased with time and that the topic of self injury is
being discussed with a broader audience implications of normalization and minimization of nssi the addiction metaphor for nssi self identifying as
a self injurer and social factors of nssi are discussed
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Self-Harm: Suicidal and Non-Suicidal Behaviors 2022-01-25 a comprehensive guide for clinicians working with patients engaging in self injury
this book provides information on clinical conceptualization risk and protective factors ways to assess for nssi treatment approaches and
strategies and early intervention and prevention strategies focusing on ethical and cultural considerations unique to schools clinical
agencies and private practice settings the authors provide a practical and in depth discussion of clinical theory procedures for determining
risk and the potential problems with risk assessment especially concerning suicide risk are addressed in addition to numerous exercises examples
and suggestions for practical interventions the book includes a variety of detailed worksheets and resources to expand readers level of
understanding monitor emerging trends and provide a context for extended training several case studies are discussed and analyzed in order to
highlight specific aspects of clinical conceptualization and treatment strategies drawn from a wide range of treatment populations and
issues this book is a valuable resource for clinicians and supervisors the authors integrate outcomes based research strategies and evidenced
based tools to help clinicians work with clients from diverse backgrounds
Advancing Theory of Suicide and Non-Suicidal Self-Injury 2022-01-12 grounded in a wellness strengths based and developmental perspective
non suicidal self injury is the ideal guide for counselors and other clinicians seeking to understand self injurious behaviors without
pathologizing them the book covers topics not previously discussed in other works including working with families supervising counselors
working with clients who self injure dsm 5 criteria regarding the nssi diagnosis nssi as a protective factor for preventing suicidal behavior
and advocacy efforts around nssi in each chapter clinicians will also find concrete tools including questions to ask psychoeducational
handouts for clients and their families treatment handouts or treatment plans for counselors and more non suicidal self injury also includes
real life voices of individuals who self injure as well as case vignettes to provide examples of how theoretical models or treatments
discussed in this book immediately apply to practice
The Non-Suicidal Society 1986-01-01 assessment and treatment of non suicidal self injury a clinical perspective is the ideal primer for
anyone who works with people who self injure profiling who is affected as well as what their behaviour includes the book explores the range
of factors behind why people self injure from the influence of social media to the need for self regulation and offers recommendations for both
assessment and outpatient treatment throughout the book is permeated by profound respect for those who use self injury in an attempt to
live a good life while conveying a deep understanding of the challenges that self injury presents for family members and treatment
professionals it recognizes that the behaviour can spread in hospital wards or other institutional setting introducing the concept of self
injury by proxy and assesses the range of therapies available including cbt mbt ergt and family therapy each chapter is complemented by
clinical vignettes in an era when a great number of professionals will come into contact with someone who self injures including teachers
social workers and nurses as well as therapists the assessment and treatment of non suicidal self injury is an invaluable resource that
examines both the causes and the treatments available
Non-Suicidal Self-Injury Throughout the Lifespan 2019-10-11 non suicidal self injury and eating disorders represent significant problems
among today s youth and pose unique challenges for clinicians particularly when they co occur this book is a rare resource in that it
provides cutting edge information on the interactions between self injury and disordered eating empirically informed treatments for the co
occurrence of these behaviors and specific topics relevant to understanding nuances in the risk factors treatment and prevention of both self
injury and eating disorders practitioners graduate students and researchers working within this specialized area will find this text to be
instrumental in advancing their knowledge and improving the treatment of self injury in those with eating disorders
Non-Suicidal Self-Injury 2016-12-19 nonsuicidal self injury nssi is a baffling troubling and hard to treat phenomenon that has increased
markedly in recent years key issues in diagnosing and treating nssi adequately include differentiating it from attempted suicide and other mental
disorders as well as understanding the motivations for self injury and the context in which it occurs this accessible and practical book
provides therapists and students with a clear understanding of these key issues as well as of suitable assessment techniques it then goes on
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to delineate research informed treatment approaches for nssi with an emphasis on functional assessment emotion regulation and problem
solving including motivational interviewing interpersonal skills cbt dbt behavioral management strategies delay behaviors exercise family
therapy risk management and medication as well as how to successfully combine methods
Suicide and non-suicidal self injury 2016 people who engage in non suicidal self injury nssi report doing so largely to manage overwhelming
emotions prominent theories of nssi argue that an amplified emotional response system creates the context in which a person chooses to
regulate their emotions by engaging in nssi in line with these theories people who engage in nssi consistently report greater global emotion
reactivity and emotion dysregulation than do controls these global self reports of emotional functioning also predict the onset and
cessation of nssi demonstrating their considerable utility in understanding the behaviour however global self reports provide an overall
evaluation of one s average affective experience and so are ill suited to isolating precise alterations in emotional responding i first establish
how best to assess nssi study 1a and 1b i then leverage experimental affective science and individual differences methodologies to test
whether nssi is characterised by a more reactive and intense emotional response to challenge and or whether factors that help to create
modify and later recall the emotional response are altered in those who engage in nssi compared with controls study 2 compared how young
adults with a past year history of nssi and controls subjectively and physiologically reacted to and recovered from acute stress study 3
compared how young adults with a past year history of nssi and controls subjectively reacted to both explicit and more ambiguous social
exclusion
Non-suicidal Self-injury 2007 this is one of the first studies to describe the practice of performance psychology it blends theory and practice
by integrating literature reviews with real world applications for a broad range of clients it provides extensive session transcripts
including consultants thoughts and reactions throughout each session
Assessment and Treatment of Non-Suicidal Self-Injury 2019-06-14 the issue of non suicidal self injury is one that is alarming and not easily
understood the awareness of nssi in teens and young adults has given rise to a number of issues that should be addressed by the church this
project looks at the difference in the understanding of self between those who engage in non suicidal self injury behaviors and those who do
not this study interviewed nine youth spanning in age from 13 21 and includes both males and females engaged in nssi behaviors and males and
females not engaged in nssi behaviors the central theological topic concerns the image of god this study aims at identifying the image of god
and how it may be under stood differently in those who struggle with nssi behaviors
Non-Suicidal Self-Injury in Eating Disorders 2013-10-10 using a qualitative and interpretive mode of explanation this study explored the
wide spread phenomenon of self injury in relation to the self the body and meanings ascribed to acts of injuring the self via the body findings
highlighted the body s communicative role in the symbolic expression of traumatic experiences its physiological role in emotion regulation and
the addictive propensities of self injury from a sociological point of view instant emotion regulation allows individuals to avoid social
stigma and well managed social performances in turn protect social bonds this study shows that non suicidal self injury nssi cannot be
conceptualised as simply another personality disorder or mental illness
Nonsuicidal Self-Injury 2011-01-01 grounded in a wellness strengths based and developmental perspective non suicidal self injury is the ideal
guide for counselors and other clinicians seeking to understand self injurious behaviors without pathologizing them the book covers topics
not previously discussed in other works including working with families supervising counselors working with clients who self injure dsm 5
criteria regarding the nssi diagnosis nssi as a protective factor for preventing suicidal behavior and advocacy efforts around nssi in each
chapter clinicians will also find concrete tools including questions to ask psychoeducational handouts for clients and their families
treatment handouts or treatment plans for counselors and more non suicidal self injury also includes real life voices of individuals who self
injure as well as case vignettes to provide examples of how theoretical models or treatments discussed in this book immediately apply to
practice
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Comparing Suicidal and Non-suicidal Adolescents' Beliefs Concerning Family Structure and Parent-adolescent Communication 1992 making
sense of self harm provides an alternative approach to understanding nonsuicidal self injury using cultural sociology to analyse it more as
a practice than an illness and exploring it as a powerful cultural idiom of personal distress and social estrangement that is peculiarly
resonant with the symbolic life of late modern society
The Non-suicidal Society 1986 nonsuicidal self injury moves beyond the basics to tackle the clinical and conceptual complexity of nssi with
an emphasis on recent advances in both science and practice directed towards clinicians researchers and others wishing to advance their
understanding of nssi this volume reviews and synthesizes recent empirical findings that clarify nssi as a theoretical and clinical condition as
well as the latest efforts to assess treat and prevent nssi with expertly written chapters by leaders in the field this is an essential guide to
a disorder about which much is still to be known
The relationship between non-suicidal self-injury and suicidality 2016 this book provides new research on the prevalence predictors and
treatment options for individuals who self harm the first chapter describes the frequency and nature of self harm in patients with
schizophrenia and determines whether personality features defined as temperament and character dimensions as well as impulsivity features are
predictors of self harm behaviors in patients with schizophrenia chapter two provides a broad overview of suicide incidence among males in
different regions and eras marked by the social factors that are commonly suggested to be related to male suicidality political turmoil
economic recession and unemployment war and access to lethal means chapter three discusses clinical insight for understanding suicidal
behaviour among those with origins on the indian sub continent chapter four reviews non suicidal self injury in a flemish population
Emotion in Non-Suicidal Self-Injury 2023-11-30 s a f e support assist facilitate and empower gives counselors the tools they need to
conduct an entire safety protocol for suicidal homicidal and non suicidal self injury students the protocol includes the student profile
assessment for all ideations psychosis observation and student safety plan plan of action conference notices and authorization of health
disclosure flow maps are also included to guide counselors faculty and staff through the step by step s a f e processes in addition
counseling interventions and activities are included to use when working with students who have these ideations
Understanding Nonsuicidal Self-injury 2009-01-01 non suicidal self injury nssi is a destructive behaviour engaged in by a large proportion of
youth and young adults in current society despite previous work the recent revision of the dsm does not include nssi as a distinct syndrome
instead it remains in a category for disorders requiring additional research thus in order to better understand the many etiological
components underlying nssi behaviour still more investigation is required to this end the current investigations aimed to further elaborate
upon known links between nssi behaviour and parent child relationships from two perspectives first with regard to the overall quality of
relationships with parents and second with specific focus on the impact of attachment representations of early relationships with parents
though both perspectives have been investigated in the past the current studies were developed to alleviate methodological limitations of
the existing literature study 1 adopted a person centered approach to examine patterns of perceived relationship quality reported by self
injuring youth based on the combination of multiple relational characteristics these patterns were then compared with several indices related
to different manifestations of nssi behaviour results show heterogeneity in the perceptions of parent child relationship quality in self injurers
such that both negative and positive family backgrounds were implicated in the behaviour further analyses demonstrate that the level of risk
presented by a self injuring individual can be differentiated based on perceived quality of parent child relationship study 2 investigated how
individuals internalized states of mind regarding early attachment experiences are related to nssi with particular attention dedicated to the
relative influences of child maltreatment and attachment representation attachment representations reflecting deficits in emotion regulation
preoccupied unresolved cannot classify were most common in self injurers moreover self reported childhood maltreatment and attachment
states of mind independently contributed to the prediction of nssi lastly findings suggest that distinct relational influences characteristic
of relationships with mothers and fathers are associated with nssi the two studies presented here significantly contribute to existing
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knowledge concerning parental influences in the etiology of nssi these investigations add to existing knowledge of nssi and may ultimately aid
in preventing and treating this damaging behaviour
Who Am I? Non-Suicidal Self Injury and the Differing Perceptions of the Self 2014-10-29 body image broadly refers to the way in which an
individual experiences their body cash 1994 muth cash 1997 pruzinsky cash 2002 the body focused intentional and physically damaging
nature of non suicidal self injury nssi has led scholars and clinicians to investigate and conclude that dissatisfaction with the body
represents an intrapersonal risk factor associated with the behaviour the overarching goal of this dissertation is to re conceptualize how
body experiences are studied within the field of nssi evaluating existing research and investigating two independent processes that contribute
to the development of negative body experiences among adolescents and young adults who engage in nssi will achieve this objective this
dissertation is comprised of three manuscripts that contribute to the literature by demonstrating the effectiveness of acknowledging both
proximal and distal risk factors related to the development of a comprised relationship with the body and nssi engagement the first
manuscript evaluates the representational pathway among a community sample of 101 young adults who reported engaging in nssi and a
matched comparison group of young adults who did not report a history of the behaviour n 202 73 female m 19 45 sd 1 28 significant
associations were found between emotionally based forms of trauma i e emotional abuse and emotional neglect body image attitudes and
frequency of nssi engagement mediational analyses supported the processes proposed in the representational pathway as body image attitudes
fully mediated the relationship between emotional abuse and nssi engagement partial mediation was supported for emotional neglect the
second manuscript examines the role of the objectification pathway among a community sample of 66 adolescents who report engaging in nssi
and a matched comparison group n 132 58 female m 12 34 sd 48 analyses indicated that both male and female adolescents who report
engaging in nssi reported significantly greater feelings of depression emotion dysregulation body surveillance and body shame compared to
their non nssi peers the third manuscript extends upon these findings by examining temporal changes in body objectification over a 12 month
period specifically the study evaluated changes among adolescents who reported maintaining nssi behaviour over the course of a year nssi
maintain group n 20 adolescents who reported stopping nssi behaviour over the course of a year nssi stop group n 40 and a comparison
group of adolescents n 60 who did not report engaging in nssi or risky behaviours over the course of a year using a 3 group x 2 gender x 2
time repeated measures multiple analysis of variance manova results indicated a significant group by time interaction showing group
differences with respect to body shame and body surveillance over time specifically both nssi groups reported significantly greater body
shame and body surveillance over time than the non nssi group additionally the nssi maintain group reported significantly greater body
surveillance at t2 when compared to both the nssi stop and comparison group the influence of body objectification as a core intrapersonal
risk factor related to the maintenance and cessation of nssi behaviour is discussed as are clinical implications considering body
objectification as an important variable in prevention and treatment efforts
The Practice of Non-suicidal Self-injury 2011 this study had two objectives 1 to investigate reasons that an individual with a history of
nssi might refrain from nssi and 2 to developed a measure the barriers to self injury inventory to assess these barriers in study one i used
qualitative methods to elucidate motivations and situations that might prevent or dissuade an individual from engaging in nssi the reasons
generated in study one were combined to create an initial inventory of 115 items in study two this inventory was administered to 197
individuals with a history of nssi after confirming the dimensionality of the subscales and eliminating ill fitting items the refined measure
consisted of 68 items with 11 subscales and 3 super ordinate scales subscales demonstrated acceptable reliability further the scales
demonstrate adequate convergent validity i e positively correlated with coping treatment engagement and reasons for living and divergent
validity i e uncorrelated with suicidal behaviour
Non-Suicidal Self-Injury 2016-12-19 an initial trend towards writing to increase awareness about nssi transitioned to blaming the media
for a perceived swell in nssi rates articles provided limited commentary on society s role in nssi behaviours the current study suggests
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articles published about nssi have increased with time and that the topic of self injury is being discussed with a broader audience implications
of normalization and minimization of nssi the addiction metaphor for nssi self identifying as a self injurer and social factors of nssi are
discussed
Making Sense of Self-harm 2014-01-14
Does Non-suicidal Self-injury Function Primarily as an Experientially Avoidant Behaviour Within Aotearoa New Zealand? 2012
Bulimia and Non-suicidal Self-injury 2018
Nonsuicidal Self-Injury 2019-04-25
Reciprocal Risk 2017
Non-suicidal Self-injury Among University Students 2011
Understanding Self-Harm 2017
S.A.F.E. 2023-09-20
Social Influence and Functions of Non-suicidal Self-injury in University Students 2007
Non-suicidal Self-injury in Swedish Adolescents 2014
Quality of Parent-Child Relationships, Attachment, and Non-Suicidal Self-Injury 2014
An Examination of the Body and Non-suicidal Self-injury 2015
Optimism and interpersonal risk factors 2013
An Investigation of the Latent Structure of Eating Disorder Behaviors and Non-suicidal Self-injury (NSSI) 2017
A longitudinal examination of the association between non-suicidal self-injury, emotional intelligence, and family context in adolescents
2016
A Way to Cope 2020
Assessing Protective Factors for Non-suicidal Self-injury 2010
A Frequency and Textual Analysis of Non-suicidal Self Injury in Print-based Media 2013
Ambulatory Assessment of Antecedents and Consequences of Non-suicidal Self-injury 2023
Understanding Non-suicidal Self-injury in College Populations 2010
Non-suicidal Self-injury, Attachment, Emotion Regulation and Childhood Trauma in University Students 2007
The Role of Non-suicidal Self-injurious Behavior on Stress Regulation in Patients with Current and Remitted Borderline Personality Disorder
2018
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